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Green's function in physics

Susceptibility

LDA+DMFT    NaxCoO2   L. Boehnke and F. Lechermann (2012)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: Sketched NaxCoO2 diagram of
dominating correlations and stable phases, based on Ref. 2. Right: M

point ordering (top) and K point ordering (bottom) on the triangular
lattice separating the lattice into a triangular sublattice (squares) and
a kagome, honeycomb sublattice (thick lines).

G(2) allows us to also determine lattice susceptibilities.19,20,31,32

These susceptibilities, e.g., for spin (s) and charge (c), written
as

!s/c(i",q,T ) = T 2
!

## !

"
!̃

(0)
s/c,## ! (i",q,T ) + vs/c,## ! (i",q,T )

#
,

(1)
where " (#) marks bosonic (fermionic) Matsubara frequencies,
consist of two parts. Namely !̃

(0)
s/c,## ! denotes the conventional

(Lindhard-like) term, built up from the (renormalized) bubble
part, which is mainly capable of detecting Fermi-surface-
driven instabilities close to T = 0, but the second part vs/c,## !

(the vertex term) includes properly the energy dependence
of the response behavior due to strong local interactions in
real space. It proves important for revealing, e.g., magnetic
instabilities at finite T due to the resolution of the two-particle
correlations governed by an implicit intersite exchange J . Note
that all numerics take advantage of the recently introduced
orthogonal polynomial representation31 of one- and two-
particle Green’s functions to provide the needed high accuracy
and to eliminate artifacts often stemming from truncating the
Fourier-transformed G(2) in Matsubara space.

Within the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the triangular coordi-
nation with lattice constant a, the coherent $ point instability
signals FM order in the case of !s and phase separation
for !c. Additionally important here are the instabilities at
the the K and M points. The associated orderings give rise
to distinct sublattice structures in real space (cf. Fig. 1).
The M point ordering leads to a triangular and a kagome
sublattice with lattice constant aeff = 2a, while the K point
ordering establishes a triangular and a honeycomb sublattice
with aeff =

"
3a, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Static properties

We will first discuss the static [!s/c(" = 0,q,T )] response
(read off from the zeroth bosonic Matsubara frequency),
directly reflecting the system’s susceptibility to an order
of the (q-resolved) type. The cobaltate intralayer charge
susceptibility !c(0,q,T ) shows pronounced features in q
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Static in-plane charge (top) and spin
(bottom) susceptibility ! (0,q,T ) with doping at T = 386 K.

space with doping x (see Fig. 2). Close to x = 0.3 our
single-band modeling leads to increased intensity inside the
BZ, pointing toward longer-range charge-modulation (e.g.,
3 # 3, etc.) tendencies in real space. That Na1/3CoO2 is indeed
prone to such 120$-like instabilities has been experimentally
suggested by Qian et al.33 Toward x = 0.5 the susceptibility
for short-range charge modulation grows in !c, displaying
a diffuse high-intensity distribution at the BZ edge with a
maximum at the K point for x = 0.5. No detailed conclusive
result on the degree and type of charge ordering for the latter
composition is known from experiments; however, chainlike
charge disproportionation that breaks the triangular symmetry
has been verified.34,35 The present single-site approach cannot
stabilize such symmetry breakings, but a pronounced !c at
the K point at least inherits some stripelike separation of the
two involved sublattices. Near x = 0.67, the !c maximum has
shifted to the M point, in line with the detection of an effective
kagome lattice from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments.24 For even higher doping, this q dependent
structuring transmutes into a $ point maximum, pointing
toward known phase-separating tendencies.36 Figure 2 also
exhibits the x dependent intralayer spin susceptibility, starting
with strong AFM peaks at x = 0.3 due to K point correlations.
With reduced intensity these shift to the M point at x = 0.5,
consistent with different types of spin and charge orderings
at this doping level.35 For x > 0.5, !s(q,T ,0) first develops
broad intensity over the full BZ before forming a pronounced
peak at the $ point above x % 0.6. Thus the experimentally
observed crossover of the in-plane AFM-to-FM tendencies in
the spin response is reproduced.

Lang et al.2 revealed from the Na NMR that this crossover
is T dependent with x, resulting in an energy scale T &

below which AFM correlations are favored (cf. Fig. 1). The
slope %T &/%x turns out negative, in line with the general
argument that FM correlations are most often favored at
elevated T because of the entropy gain via increased transverse
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Quantum embedding theories

Antiferromagnet

Accurate treatment of strong correlation in active space

Material calculations require efficient numerical treatment of 
one- and two-particle response functions.

Fourier transform and analytic continuation of hLV !!". In the
low frequency range that satisfies (1) hLV !!" # hLV !! $ 0"
where the frequency dependence can be ignored, and (2) the
self-energy approximated as ! # Re !!! $ 0" % ! d Re !=
d!j!$0, the retardation e!ect can be ignored and the
description by the Hamiltonian becomes adequate. This
corresponds to the case where the low-energy electrons can
be adiabatically treated under the high-energy electrons
moving fast. The renormalization e!ect can be ascribed to
the screening of the interaction and the mass enhancement
in the band dispersion given by the factor 1=!1& d Re !=
d!j!$0" multiplying the bare dispersion "!k". In examples
of the transition metal compounds, the 3d bands of the
transition metal atom are relatively well isolated near the
Fermi level from others as we already mentioned. This makes
the description by a Hamiltonian appropriate after ignoring
the frequency dependence of the screening and the mass
enhancement within the range of the 3d bandwidth.20)

3.2 Wannier functions
To derive the low-energy e!ective model, one first needs

to define and specify the low-energy Hilbert space. In other
words, the first step of the downfolding is to construct a set
of localized orbitals that span the Hilbert space of the low-
energy electronic states. In the case of SrVO3, for example,
three narrow states cross the Fermi level (Fig. 5). One may
then wish to pick up three localized orbitals and construct
three-orbital Hamiltonian that reproduces the (red) lines
crossing the Fermi level in the figure. There are several ways
for obtaining the localized orbitals. Here, we focus on
maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) developed
by Marzari, Souza, and Vanderbilt64,65) based on the
minimization of the quadratic extent of the orbitals. An
alternative approach is to use the Wannier orbitals of
Andersen.46) The former is more general because it does not
depend on any particular band-structure calculation method.
Comparison between the two Wannier functions for some
selected materials can be found in ref. 66. Although the
Wannier basis can be chosen arbitrarily in principle and the
final results of calculated physical quantities should not

depend on the choice, it is better to find maximally localized
orbitals to make the range of transfers and interactions in the
e!ective lattice models as short as possible.

Let f nkg be the eigenfunctions of the low-energy states.
Naively, the Wannier function is defined by

’nR!r" $
V

!2#"3

Z
e&ik'R nk!r" d3k: !55"

This Wannier function is, however, ill-defined, because it
depends on the choice of the phase factor at each k point.
Moreover, at the band-crossing points it is not clear which
state should be taken. The MLWF utilizes this degrees of
freedom. The MLWF with band index n at cell R is defined by

’nR!r" $
V

!2#"3

Z
e&ik'R !w"nk !r" d

3k: !56"

Here  !w"nk is not the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (e.g.,
Kohn–Sham wavefunction), but it is a linear combination of
the eigenfunctions as

 !w"nk !r" $
X

m

Umn!k" mk!r": !57"

The coe"cients Umn!k"’s are numerically determined such
that the spread

" $
X

n

(h’n0jr2j’n0i& h’n0jrj’n0i2); !58"

is minimized. In contrast with  nk!r", the gauge of  (w)
nk !r" is

fixed, and it is a smooth function of k. By representing the
Hamiltonian in the MLWF basis,

Hmn!R" $ h’m0jHj’nRi; !59"

the on-site energy levels are obtained from m $ n;R $ 0
component. Other matrix elements give the transfer integrals.

3.3 Screened interaction
Now we discuss how to obtain the renormalization e!ects

on the low-energy electrons near the Fermi level more
concretely. After the partial trace and the elimination of
the high energy degrees of freedom given in eq. (51), the

Fig. 5. (Color online) Electronic structure of SrVO3 (left). The three states crossing the Fermi level (in red) can be treated as the low-energy part. The
corresponding maximally localized Wannier function is shown in the right panel. The Wannier function having the t2g character is localized around the
V atom (at the center of the cube), with a tail at the O sites.
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Quantum embedding for quantum chemistry

Rigorous Ab Initio Quantum Embedding for Quantum Chemistry
Using Green’s Function Theory: Screened Interaction, Nonlocal
Self-Energy Relaxation, Orbital Basis, and Chemical Accuracy
Tran Nguyen Lan,*,†,‡,§ Alexei A. Kananenka,† and Dominika Zgid†

†Department of Chemistry and ‡Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, United States

ABSTRACT: We present a detailed discussion of the self-energy embedding
theory (SEET), which is a quantum embedding scheme allowing us to
describe a chosen subsystem very accurately while keeping the description
of the environment at a lower level. We apply SEET to molecular examples
where our chosen subsystem is made out of a set of strongly correlated
orbitals while the weakly correlated orbitals constitute an environment.
Consequently, a highly accurate method is used to calculate the self-energy
for the system, while a lower-level method is employed to !nd the self-energy
for the environment. Such a self-energy separation is very general, and to
make the SEET procedure applicable to multiple systems, a detailed and
practical procedure for the evaluation of the system and environment self-
energy is necessary. We list all of the intricacies for one of the possible
procedures while focusing our discussion on many practical implementation
aspects such as the choice of best orbital basis, impurity solver, and many
steps necessary to reach chemical accuracy. Finally, on a set of carefully chosen molecular examples, we demonstrate that SEET,
which is a controlled, systematically improvable Green’s function method, can be as accurate as established wave function
quantum chemistry methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
In molecular systems, the interplay between the localized
(strongly correlated) and delocalized (weakly correlated) elec-
trons is the chief reason causing di"culty in describing these
systems because a robust quantum chemistry method has to be
able to treat both types of electrons simultaneously with a
comparable e#ectiveness and yield molecular energies reaching
chemical accuracy. Similar challenges are faced by condensed
matter methods where both itinerant and localized electrons
present in a solid have to be accounted for by a computational
method that yields thermodynamic quantities and spectra.
In quantum chemistry, complete active space second-order

perturbation theory (CASPT2),1,2 n-electron valence state
second-order perturbation theory (NEVPT2),3,4 multireference
coupled cluster (MRCC),5!10 multireference con!guration
interaction (MRCI),11 and multicon!gurational density func-
tional theory (MC-DFT)12!16 belong to a class of methods
capable of addressing the problem of strongly correlated elec-
trons in the presence of weakly correlated ones. These are
primarily wave function methods that are at least in principle
systematically improvable and aim to produce very accurate
energies for the ground state and a couple of low-lying excited
states.
In the condensed matter community, when solids are described

by a realistic Hamiltonian, dynamical mean-!eld theory
(DMFT)17!19 on top of the GW20 method (GW+DMFT)21,22

formulated in a many-body Green’s function language is the
primary tool to describe the intricate nature of realistic systems

and give information about the spectral function and thermo-
dynamic properties.
A natural direction is to !nd a common ground between

approaches present in di#erent communities and create a
method that could yield not only thermodynamic quantities
and spectra but also a satisfactory chemical accuracy while using
the Green’s function language. We have developed the self-
energy embedding theory (SEET)23,24 where the self-energy
describing a couple of strongly correlated orbitals is embedded
into the self-energy coming from the weakly correlated orbitals
present in the physical problem. Consequently, SEET is a
hybrid approach where we use two Green’s function methods, a
weakly correlated and a strongly correlated one. In SEET, the
second-order Green’s function (GF2)25!30 method is used as a
weakly correlated approach presenting a useful compromise
between computational cost and accuracy. We have demon-
strated that GF2 can describe moderately correlated systems
well,25 can be successfully used to !nd strongly correlated
orbitals, and can deliver information about periodic systems31

and their thermodynamic properties.32 The accurate correlated
method that is used to describe a chosen set of strongly
correlated orbitals is in our case a quantum impurity solver
based on con!guration interaction (CI) with various levels of
wave function truncation.33,34
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3. SELF-CONSISTENT SECOND-ORDER GREEN’S
FUNCTION THEORY USING ORTHOGONAL
POLYNOMIAL TRANSFORM

In this section, as an application to realistic calculations, we
brie!y describe the framework of the self-consistent second-
order Green’s function theory (GF2), using an orthogonal
polynomial transform.
GF2 employs the second-order approximation to the self-

energy resulting in inclusion of all Feynman self-energy
diagrams up to the second order, as shown in Figure 4. The

"rst two diagrams are already included at mean-"eld level.
Within spin-restricted GF2, the last two diagrams are translated
into the following expression for the imaginary time self-energy:

!! ! ! !" = # # #i G i G i G i v v v( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (2 )ij n
klmnpq

kl n mn n pq n ikmq ljpn pjln

(5)

where G(i!n) is an imaginary time Green’s function and vijkl
represents two-electron integrals and is de"ned as

$ $ " " " "= * *v
r

r r r r r rd d ( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )ijkl i j k l1 2 1 1
12

2 2
(6)

In GF2, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a general case, the
calculation of the second-order self-energy according to eq 5 is
done in the imaginary time domain while the Dyson equation
from Figure 2 is much easier to solve in the frequency domain.
In our previous implementation, a typical molecular all-

electron GF2 calculation that involves both core and virtual
orbitals may require many thousands of Matsubara frequencies
(N"), making the total amount of storage necessary equal to

O(N"n
2) double precision numbers, where n is the number of

orbitals. The imaginary time Green’s function is represented by
O(N!n

2) double precision numbers, where N! is the number of
points of the imaginary time grid. Building the self-energy
according to eq 5 scales as O(N!n

5), and despite the fact that
the self-energy calculation at any given imaginary time point is
independent and can be made parallel, a large prefactor N! is
slowing calculations signi"cantly, even when using a power-law
grid.
Since employing the orthogonal polynomial transform

restricts the imaginary time grid, even for the most di#cult
cases, to fewer than 400 points, we implemented it as part of
our algorithm. Here, we give a complete step-by-step modi"ed
algorithm description.
(1) Start with a Hartree!Fock (HF) reference solution

(although starting from a DFT reference is equally possible and
advantageous for cases that are di#cult to converge using HF)
and build the initial Matsubara Green’s function in the
nonorthogonal AO basis, according to

# $ #= + # #i iG S F( ) [( ) ]n n0
1

(7)

where S is the overlap matrix, F is the Fock matrix, and # is the
chemical potential.
(2) Perform discrete Fourier transform of G0(i"n) to its

imaginary time counterpart G0(i!). Alternatively, at this point,
it is possible to avoid discrete Fourier transform if one starts
directly from the imaginary time HF (DFT) Green’s function
constructed from HF (DFT) orbital energies $:

! % ! % != # + #! !# #i i n i nG E E( ) ( )( ( ) 1)e ( ) ( )en n
i

n
iE E

0
n n

(8)

where %(x) is the Heaviside step function, E = $ ! # and n(E)
= +& #1[e ]E 1 is the Fermi distribution. Since the Green’s
function from eq 8 is constructed using MO orbital energies, it
should be transformed to the AO basis before proceeding to
the next step.
(3) Calculate the self-energy on the imaginary time grid

according to eq 5. It is at this point where we "rst take
advantage of the Legendre polynomial representation of self-
energy, since the Legendre representation allows us to use small
imaginary time grids with only a fraction of points of the grid
that we used in our original implementation.37

(4) Obtain the Legendre expansion coe#cients by perform-
ing an integration of the self-energy !(i!), according to eq 2.
Since di$erent imaginary time points are computed in parallel,
it is advantageous if, for every imaginary time point i!, we "rst
calculate the self-energy !(i!) and then immediately use it to
calculate its contribution to !l. This allows us to avoid storing
full !(i!).
(5) Build the imaginary frequency self-energy !(i") by

performing a transform of Legendre coe#cients, according to
eq 3.
(6) Solve the Dyson equation to obtain an updated Green’s

function.
(7) Find the chemical potential # to ensure that a proper

number of electrons are present in the system.
(8) Calculate the density matrix and use it to update the

Fock matrix.
(9) Go to point 6 and iterate until the density matrix and

chemical potential # converge.
(10) Calculate the one-body energy as

Figure 3. Convergence of the self-energy !(i"n), as a function of
number of imaginary time points, for the Ne atom with aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set, and & = 100 [1/a.u.].

Figure 4. GF2 is the second-order approximation to the self-energy. It
includes two "rst order self-energy diagrams (from left to right):
Hartree (direct), Fock (exchange), and two second-order self-energy
diagrams (direct and exchange).
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Matsubara Green’s function

G(z) =
1

z − H

Im z

G(iωn)

Re z
Poles

O(T )

∝
1

iωn

Preferable in numerical 
simulations due to smoothness



Example: “core” state
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Matsubara Green’s function and spectral 
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Singular value expansion

IR basis functions
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IR basis functions
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FIG. 2. Upper panel shows the singular values computed for
the fermionic and bosonic kernels. The data for ! = 10 000 are
multiplied by a constant for better readability. The lower panel shows
the basis functions in the imaginary-time domain [ul(x)] and in the
real-frequency domain [vl(y)] computed for the fermionic kernel. The
solid gray lines show Legendre polynomials.

we consider the particle-hole symmetric single-site Anderson
impurity model defined by the Hamiltonian

H = !µ
!

"

c†" c" + Un"n# +
!

k"

(c†"ak" + a
†
k" c" )

+
!

#

!

k"

$ka
†
k"ak" (13)

with µ = U/2 and " is spin index. c" and c†" are annihilation
and creation operators at the impurity site, while ak" and a

†
k"

are those of the bath sites (k is the internal degree of freedom
of the bath). The distribution of $k is a semicircular density of
states of width 4. We solve the model and compute correlation
functions by means of the hybridization expansion continuous-
time Monte Carlo technique [4].
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FIG. 3. Single-particle Green’s function computed for the model
(13) with U = 4 and % = 100. Upper panel: Expansion coefficients
Gl . We show only data for even l since Gl for odd l are zero due to the
particle-hole symmetry. Lower panel: G(& ) reconstructed from a few
small-l coefficients. All the data are averaged along the spin index.

B. Single-particle Green’s function

First, we discuss the impurity single-particle Green’s
function defined as G" (& ) = !$c" (& )c†" (0)% (0 ! & ! %). We
expand G" (& ) in terms of an orthogonal basis set {fl(x)}
(Pl or ul) as

G" (& ) =
&

2
%

!

l"0

G"
l

fl[x(& )]&
Nl

, (14)

where x(& ) = 2&/% ! 1 and
" 1
!1 fl(x)fl' (x)dx = Nl'll' . We

directly measure the coefficients G"
l in QMC simulations as

described in Ref. [20].
In Fig. 3, we show the coefficients Gl obtained for U =

4 and % = 100. The large-l asymptomatic behavior of the
Legendre representation is known to be exponential [20], while
the Matsubara-frequency representation has a 1/i(n tail. As
expected, the IR yields coefficients decaying even faster than
the Legendre basis. One can expect that the most compact
representation is obtained when !/% matches the actual width
of the spectrum. This suggests a practical way to choose an
appropriate value of !. Actually, the optimal value obtained
is ! ( 1000 for % = 100, being consistent with the largest
dimensionless energy scale of the system, i.e., %U,%W = 400.
As ! exceeds the optimal value, the efficiency gets worse only
slowly. In particular, we observed the nonmonotonic behavior
of Gl around l = 5 for ! > 500, which signals that ! exceeds
an optimal value.

In Fig. 3, we also show G(& ) reconstructed from the
coefficients for l ! 6. The data obtained by the IR (! = 500)
shows a perfect agreement with the numerically exact data,
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⇤ = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ppDkgbPrtVSBOnT+Mi0+6YQvdbI=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 50
<latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tkO9J6CFCjpTFBqhTvuy/osnzPI=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 10
<latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UGiyEhjEFWuwUKVF2kOU/O5+tR8=">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</latexit>

V F
l (!)

<latexit sha1_base64="AV4z3p4R2y5SLhaQ8R9Mxh9CUCA=">AAADn3icdVLbjtMwEPU2XJZy64LECy+BaqVFQqsECQFvlZCAJ1Qk2l3UZKuJM02j2k6wnd2tjH+GV/gh/gYn6cP2NlKikzPneMaTSUqWKx0E/w463q3bd+4e3uvef/Dw0ePe0ZOxKipJcUQLVsjzBBSyXOBI55rheSkReMLwLFl8rPNnlyhVXojvellizCET+SynoB017T0bX0Qc9Fxy88lO2UlUcMzg1bTXD06DJvxtEK5Af/CBNDGcHnV+RmlBK45CUwZKTcKg1LEBqXPK0HajSmEJdAEZThwUwFHFprmA9Y8dk/qzQrpHaL9hbzoMcKWWPHHKulm1mavJXblJpWfvY5OLstIoaFtoVjFfF349DT/NJVLNlg4Albnr1adzkEC1m1n3+OZRlyCz2OjrukO1dh+TcPed4sz9g6Z1k0lEYY3MEmvc1F670b2tX4H1u5HAK1pwDiI1kcTUTsLYRBqvdeutKdMPrV1XJqzCTWnD7dC25TfEq5621RqqhTURClVJrEfoioFseHsRASvnMF1smq52Wprl2W9yJzrZvlpbJfZo2yJO7ZY03FzJbTB+cxo6/C3sDwbttpJD8py8JCckJO/IgHwhQzIilPwiv8kf8td74X32vnrDVto5WHmekrXwfvwHkv05lQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AV4z3p4R2y5SLhaQ8R9Mxh9CUCA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AV4z3p4R2y5SLhaQ8R9Mxh9CUCA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J09mqxh1H6J/OoEdcvT5uG+YlxM=">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</latexit>
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Storage 
“IR” basis based on physical ground 
 
 

Computation 
Sparse sampling approach to 
diagrammatic equations (GW, Dyson, RPA, FLEX, DMFT…) 

Problems to be addressed in Part I

O(log β)



How to solve diagrammatic equation efficiently?
G(iωn) =

1
iωn − H − Σ(iωn)

Dyson equation

Nl = O(log β)

Aiω ≡ iωn − H − Σ(iωn)

• Solve linear equation for G(iω)

• Solve linear equation for Gl 
N

∑
l′ =0

All′ Gl = 1l

A(iω)G(iωn) = 1

 dense matrix ( )N × N N ∝ log β

Computational complexity: O(β)

Computational complexity: O(log3 β)

diagonal in iω

Asymptotically faster but not super efficient in practical calculation



Trick: sparse sampling

Nl = O(log β)

Do we really need to know  
on all frequencies?

G(iω)

Gl =
i∞

∑
iω=−i∞

Uα
l (iω)*G(iω)

What we want to compute 
eventually

G(iω) =
N

∑
l=0

GlUα
l (iω) + ϵ(N ) .

No. We do not have to compute this equation because frequency 
dependence of  has only N degrees of freedom:G(iω)

: exponentially small errorϵ(N )

Thus, we can determine  from  only on appropriately 
selected N sampling frequencies.

Gl G(iωn)

Similar idea of sampling frequencies: T. Ozaki, PRB 75, 035123 (2007), M. 
Kaltak and G. Kresse, PRB 101, 205145 (2020) and so on.



Numerical demonstration

Nl = O(log β)

β=100, ωmax=1 
Cutoff of Sl /S0>10-15 

N=40

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)
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Numerical demonstration

Nl = O(log β)

β=100, ωmax=1 
Cutoff of Sl /S0>10-15 

N=40
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How to solve Dyson equation

Nl = O(log β)

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)

G(iω̄F
k) =

1
iω̄F

k − H − Σ(iω̄F
k)

1. Solve Dyson equation on sampling frequencies

k = 1,⋯, N

2. Compute Gl from sampled values

{G(iω̄F
k)} → {Gl}

3. Evaluate /  from GlG(iωn) G(τ)

Fitting by applying 
pseudo inverse matrix

Computational complexity: O(N3
orb log β)

Computational complexity: O(N2
orb log2 β)



Self-consistent GF2 & GW calculations

Nl = O(log β)

5

GF2 & GW GW only

FIG. 3. Illustration of GF2 and GW procedures using the sparse sampling scheme. The red and blue lines denote GF2-only
and GW -only steps, respectively. Dashed arrows indicate evaluations that change the statistics of the representation.

points ⌧̄
F

k , and construct the self-energy ⌃̃(⌧̄F

k ) follow-
ing second-order approximation (15). The self-energy is
then transformed to the basis representation ⌃̃F

l follow-
ing Eq. (6), which is then evaluated on the frequency

sampling points to get ˆ̃⌃(i!̄F

k ). The Dyson equation (13)

is solved for each i!̄
F

k to obtain Ĝ(i!̄F

k ). We then trans-
form the Green’s function to its basis representation G

F

l
following Eq. (7). The updated Green’s function in ⌧ is
recovered by evaluating G

F

l on sampling points ⌧̄
F

k . The
procedure is repeated using the updated Green’s function
until self-consistency, which corresponds to the inner loop
in Fig. 3. We can see that the compact basis represen-
tations G

F

l and ⌃̃F

l serve as proxies to convert back and
forth between ⌧ and frequency domains, all evaluated on
corresponding sampling points.

While all quantities involved in GF2 are fermionic,
in GW we have to switch between fermionic quantities
(G and ⌃) and bosonic quantities (P and W ). This is
achieved again by using compact basis representations as
proxies: when calculating the polarization P , we evalu-
ate G

F

l on the bosonic sampling points ⌧̄
B

k and assemble
P (⌧̄B

k ) following Eq. (18). We then carry out the calcu-
lation of W̃ on the frequency sampling points i!̄

B

k , and
obtain the compact basis representation W̃

B

l . Finally we
evaluate W̃

B

l back on the fermionic sampling points ⌧̄
F

k ,
and compute self-energy using the GW approximation
(16). The rest of the procedure is identical to GF2.

Collective physical observables such as the total energy
and the density matrix can be evaluated accurately from
the compact basis representation of G and ⌃. E�cient
evaluation of the density is beneficial in calculations with
a fixed number of electrons, where one has to adjust the
chemical potential in each self-consistent iteration [25].
Appendix C discusses these technical aspects in detail.

Note that since most basis functions, including Cheby-
shev and IR, cannot capture constant shifts in frequency
(which correspond to a delta function at ⌧ = 0), it is im-
portant that one only expands the frequency-dependent
components such as ⌃̃ and W̃ using compact basis rep-
resentations. One also needs to be careful when zero-

energy mode exists in a bosonic quantity, in which case
the IR basis function cannot describe the constant shift
in imaginary time [50].

IV. RESULTS

A. Hydrogen chain

We first apply our sparse sampling scheme to GF2 and
GW caculations of a system composed of 10 hydrogen
atoms placed on a straight line with equal spacing r. The
hydrogen chain, due to its simplicity, serves as a bench-
mark platform for testing numerical methods of corre-
lated electrons. Reference data for the hydrogen chain
were carefully compared and analyzed in Ref. 59 with
many methods including GF2 and GW . It is therefore
convenient to use this system to analyze the sparse sam-
pling scheme.

We perform GF2 and GW calculations for H10 with
r = 1 a0 and � = 1000 Eh

�1 (T ⇠ 315.8 K). We use the
minimal basis set STO-6g with only one 1s orbital per
atom. Hartree-Fock calculations show that the di↵erence
between the highest and the lowest Hartree-Fock energy
levels is about �E ⇡ 5.76 Eh (⇠ 156 eV). The dimen-
sionless parameter for the IR basis can thus be estimated
by taking ⇤ to bound the value ��E ⇡ 5.76 ⇥ 103. We
take ⇤ = 105 in all our calculations.

Both Chebyshev and IR basis functions are used to-
gether with the sparse sampling scheme. To demonstrate
convergence, we examine a series of calculations with dif-
ferent sizes of basis functions. Typically we choose N to
be an even number, which is then used as the size of the
fermionic basis. For corresponding bosonic basis func-
tions in GW , we used the closest odd number N � 1
as the basis size. The Python library irbasis version
2.0.0b1 [51] is used for calculating IR basis functions.

With each basis of fixed size N , we perform self-
consistent GF2 and GW calculations following the proce-
dures described in the previous section. The initial guess
of the Green’s function is constructed from Hartree-Fock

The data always stay compact! (N<200)

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)

ΣGW(τ) = − G(τ)W(τ)

Σ(2)
ij (τ) = − Gkl(τ)Gqm(τ)Gnp(−τ)Vikpq(2Vljmn − Vmjln)



Example: Molecules
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calculations using the PySCF library [60]. Self-consistent
calculations, as illustrated in Fig. 3, are then executed re-
peatedly until the energy di↵erence is below the conver-
gence tolerance Etol = 10�8

Eh between two consecutive
iterations. Energy values converged with respect to basis
size N are cross-checked with reference data to ensure
correctness. All results are then compared to converged
values to assess errors in energy and density matrix as a
function of basis size N .

In the left panel of Fig. 4, we show the convergence
of errors in total energy with respect to N . GF2 and
GW share similar convergence behavior, in that the er-
ror decreases almost exponentially with respect to N in
either basis representation. In the Chebyshev represen-
tation, we obtain convergence of the total energy below
the tolerance Etol with around 350 Chebyshev polyno-
mials. With IR basis, convergence is reached with less
than 100 basis functions. Similarly, the right panel of
Fig. 4 illustrates the convergence of the maximum er-
ror in density matrix, exhibiting an exponential decay of
errors. This indicates that with a reasonable number of
sampling points, we can reach very high precision in both
global observables such as the energy and local proper-
ties like the density matrix. The observation that GW

shows a convergence behavior similar to GF2 indicates
that no substantial additional errors are introduced dur-
ing the frequent switching between fermionic and bosonic
representations.

The sparse sampling scheme is stable thanks to the
well-conditioned transformation matrices generated from
the sampling points. We demonstrate this in Fig. 5,
which shows the relative magnitude of basis expansion
coe�cients for the converged solution. N is chosen large
enough to ensure that all quantities are well approxi-
mated by the basis representations, with N = 600 for
Chebyshev and N = 130 for IR with ⇤ = 105. Even
after several iterations with multiple transforms forward
and backward between di↵erent types of sampling points,
we see that for all quantities, expansion coe�cients decay
at least exponentially as we expect from the properties of
the basis, down to a relative size below 10�12. The trun-
cation error due to the finite basis expansion is therefore
controlled, and no amplification of error is observed dur-
ing the self-consistent iterations.

The sparse sampling scheme ensures that the number
of ⌧ grid points and the number of Matsubara frequencies
is the same as the basis size N . We reach a precision of 8
digits in total energy with only hundreds of ⌧ points and
Matsubara frequencies, a significant improvement from
the conventional approach used in Ref. 59, where ⇠ 104

Matsubara frequencies were used for higher temperature
(� ⇠ 100 Eh

�1) and bigger convergence threshold (Etol ⇠

10�6
Eh or 10�7

Eh). This greatly reduces the computa-
tional cost and memory requirement in all parts of the
calculations while still being accurate. The sparse sam-
pling scheme thus allows to tackle problems that were
too costly to calculate, especially low temperature calcu-
lations of systems with large energy scales.
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FIG. 4. Error in total energy and density from converged
GF2 and GW calculations for H10 in minimal basis at � =
103 Eh

�1. The left panel shows the convergence of the to-
tal energy with the dashed horizontal line representing the
convergence threshold of 10�8 Eh. The right panel shows the
convergence of the density.

FIG. 5. Relative size of basis expansion coe�cients with con-
verged GF2 (left panel) and GW (right panel) calculations
for H10 in STO-6g at r = 1.0 a.u., � = 1000Eh

�1.

B. Noble gas atoms

Noble gas atoms such as Kr have deep core states, if no
pseudopotentials are employed. Due to the large energy
scale caused by the core states, it is computationally very
demanding for conventional methods to resolve sharp fea-
tures close to ⌧ = 0 or � in G(⌧) or the slow decay of
Ĝ(i!n) at high frequency. Even with a compact polyno-
mial basis such as Chebyshev, thousands of basis func-
tions are required to represent the Green’s functions [47],
and e↵ective core potentials (ECP), which absorb elec-
tron in inner orbitals to the ionic potential, have to be
employed in most practical calculations. We choose this
problem to demonstrate the power of the sparse sam-
pling method when dealing with large energy scales, while
avoiding additional physical or technical di�culties.

The IR basis is a natural choice for systems with large
energy scales. As long as the spectral cuto↵ !max is cho-
sen to include all energy scales in the system, exponential
convergence of the coe�cients is guaranteed by construc-
tion, usually with no more than a couple hundred basis
functions [49]. The full potential of IR basis is realized
when combined with the sparse sampling scheme devel-
oped in this paper. Numerical di�culties in either ⌧ or
frequency domain are reduced to a single issue: whether
the basis functions can capture all relevant quantities

β = 1000 E−1
h (T ≃ 315.8 K)

10 hydrogen atoms placed on a straight line with equal spacing a0  
cf.  M. Motta et al., PRX 7, 031059 (2017)

Reference data: N→+∞+

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)



Example: noble gas atoms with deep core states
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Example: GW of silicon crystal7

FIG. 6. Total energy convergence in GF2 and GW calcula-
tions of noble gas atoms with respect to the number of IR
basis functions N . Left and right columns show GF2 and
GW results respectively. Top row: absolute di↵erences in to-
tal energy to the converged value. Dashed black horizontal
line illustrates the energy convergence threshold of 10�8 Eh.
Bottom row: relative di↵erences in total energy.

well. Therefore, by using a sparse sampling method with
the IR basis, we are able to treat noble gas atoms e�-
ciently even in all-electron calculations.

We choose the all-electron correlation consistent basis
set cc-pVDZ [61], and perform GF2 and GW calcula-
tions of four noble gas atoms: He, Ne, Ar, and Kr, at
� = 1000Eh

�1. Similar to the case for H10, we estimate
the dimensionless parameter ⇤ according to the Hartree-
Fock energy spectrum for each individual atom: ⇤ = 104

for He, ⇤ = 105 for Ne, and ⇤ = 106 for Ar and Kr.
The sparse sampling scheme is used in all calculations,
and we vary the basis size N to explore the convergence
behavior. The energy convergence threshold is set to
Etol = 10�8

Eh, which is much smaller than the energy
scale of Kr (⇠ 103

Eh).

Fig. 6 shows the energy convergence of all four atoms
with respect to basis size N with GF2 (left column) and
GW (right column). The upper panels indicate that the
basis converges for all atoms, with absolute di↵erence
in energy dropping in an exponential trend below the
convergence tolerance Etol. The lower panels put the
convergence in a relative scale, where all atoms in both
GF2 and GW can reach ⇠ 10�10 relative convergence.

Our results show that we can obtain fast basis con-
vergence with around 100 basis functions for all systems
studied. This is consistent with the property of IR ba-
sis that the basis size N scales only logarithmically with
⇤ [50].

TABLE I. GW total energy of the silicon crystal per unit cell
at � = 1000Eh

�1, with self-consistency convergence thresh-
old Etol = 10�6 Eh.

Chebyshev IR ⇤ = 104 IR ⇤ = 105

N Etot [Eh] N Etot [Eh] N Etot [Eh]

100 -8.0270874 80 -7.8804300 110 -7.8804300

150 -7.8861508 82 -7.8804300 112 -7.8804300

200 -7.8806642 84 -7.8804300

250 -7.8804379 86 -7.8804300

300 -7.8804302

350 -7.8804298

C. Application to solids

One can apply the sparse sampling technique to peri-
odic systems the same way as in molecules. Additional
momentum dependence can be viewed as an extra “or-
bital index”. As an example, we apply our method to the
GW calculation of a silicon crystal, using a 4⇥4⇥4 mo-
mentum mesh, inverse temperature � = 1000 Eh

�1, and
energy self-consistency threshold Etol = 10�6

Eh. We
choose the GTH-DZVP basis of Gaussian orbitals [62],
which has 13 orbitals per Si atom. The initial Green’s
function is constructed from the LDA solution in this
basis set with a GTH-LDA pseudopotential. We or-
thogonalize the spatial basis set in all GW calculations.
The LDA spectrum shows a maximum energy scale of
�E ⇡ 3 Eh, thus we choose ⇤ = 104 and 105 for IR basis
to bound the value ��E ⇡ 3 ⇥ 103 .

Table I shows the total energy convergence with re-
spect to the size of basis representations N . With both
Chebyshev and IR, the total energy per unit cell con-
verges below the self-consistency threshold of 10�6

Eh to
the same value Etot = �7.880 430Eh as N increases. The
Chebyshev basis converges at around N ⇡ 300, and the
IR basis at N ⇡ 80 for ⇤ = 104, N ⇡ 110 for ⇤ = 105.
In contrast, conventional approaches using uniform Mat-
subara frequency grid and high frequency tail expansions
require ⇠ 105 frequency points.

The sparse sampling method thus allows us to ob-
tain numerically precise values for physical quantities
with much less computational cost. Fig. 7 shows the
momentum-resolved spectral functions calculated from
the converged GW Green’s function via analytical con-
tinuation to the real frequency axis using the maximum
entropy (MaxEnt) method. The indirect band gap of the
silicon crystal between � and X points is well captured,
with an estimated value of 1.84 eV.
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FIG. 7. Momentum resolved spectral function of silicon at
� = 1000Eh

�1, calculated from converged GW Green’s func-
tions. Blue and red lines highlight spectra at � and X points,
which are the locations of the indirect band gap.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a sparse sampling scheme for
imaginary-time Green’s functions which greatly reduces
the size of imaginary time and frequency grids in re-
alistic calculations. We have developed general proce-
dures to generate imaginary time and frequency sam-
pling points from basis representations such as Cheby-
shev and IR, with e�cient transformations between time
and frequency domain. We have applied the procedure to
low-order diagrammatic methods and demonstrated the
numerical performance in realistic molecules and solids.
With no more than a few hundred sampling points, the
sparse sampling scheme can accurately capture physics
in realistic systems with large energy scales and at low
temperatures.

The sparse sampling reveals the full power of compact
basis representations of the Green’s function as the com-
pactness is maintained in all stages of a calculation. The
number of sampling points necessary for the required pre-
cision scales slowly as temperature is lowered and energy
scales are increased. Our work therefore allows finite-
temperature many-body methods to access physics of
correlated electrons at larger energy scale and lower tem-
perature.

Potential applications of the sparse sampling scheme
include state-of-the-art methods for strongly correlated
materials such as GW+DMFT [32–36] and the self-
energy embedding theory (SEET) [41]. Quantitative es-
timates of superconducting temperature Tc based on the
Migdal-Eliashberg theory in ab initio calculations may
benefit from the sparse sampling scheme so that the con-
stant density of states approximation is no longer neces-
sary [63].

In addition, two-particle quantities play a key role in
many diagrammatic calculations such as computing lat-
tice susceptibility in DMFT [64] as well as diagrammatic

extensions of DMFT [10, 65]. Two-particle quantities are
di�cult to handle even in e↵ective model calculations due
to the multiple indices for frequencies and spin/orbital
degrees of freedom. The IR basis has recently been ex-
tended to two-particle quantities [66]. The application of
the sparse sampling scheme to two-particle quantities is
an interesting topic for future research.
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Appendix A: Compact orthogonal representation of
Green’s function

1. Chebyshev basis

The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind Tl(x) form
an orthogonal system in the interval [�1, 1], which can
be mapped in to the interval [0, �] via

x(⌧) =
2⌧

�
� 1, ⌧(x) =

�(x + 1)

2
(A1)

such that F
↵
l (⌧) = Tl[x(⌧)]. We use the notation Tl(⌧)

to represent the order l Chebyshev polynomial mapped
onto the interval [0, �].

Approximating an analytical function with the first N

Chebyshev polynomials is convenient due to the discrete
orthogonality on the roots of the (N + 1)-th Chebyshev
polynomial

1

N

N�1X

k=0

Ti(xk)Tj(xk) =
1 + �i,0

2
�ij (A2)

where xk are the roots of TN (x). The Chebyshev co-
e�cients are therefore well approximated by Clenshaw–
Curtis quadrature:

G
↵
l =

2

N(1 + �0,l)

N�1X

k=1

G
↵(⌧k)Tl(⌧k) + O(2�N ) (A3)

where ⌧k = ⌧(xk) defined in (A1).
With the Chebyshev coe�cients G

↵
l , one can perform

fast interpolation of G
↵(⌧) at any ⌧ 2 [0, �] using recur-

sion relations. Fourier transforms of the basis function
T̂

↵
l (i!↵

n) can also be computed, see Ref. 47.

4 × 4 × 4 mesh, β = 1000 E−1
h (T ≃ 315.8 K)

 GTH-DZVP basis of Gaussian orbitals (13 orbitals per Si atom)

Indirect gap ~ 1.84 eV

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)



Example: Migdal-Eliashberg theory
T. Wang, T. Nomoto, Y. Nomura, HS, J. Otsuki, T. Koretsune, and R. Arita, PRB 102, 134503 (2020)

Numerically demanding to estimate Tc of O(10) K considering 
the retardation effect from first principles

Linearized gap 
equation

• Renormalized electron Green’s function

• Pairing interaction kernel
Convolution can be performed efficiently using a sparse grid in .τ



Example: Migdal-Eliashberg equation
T. Wang, T. Nomoto, Y. Nomura, HS, J. Otsuki, T. Koretsune, and R. Arita, PRB 102, 
134503 (2020)

LaH10 (250GPa): Tcexp ~ 230 K 
Nb: Tcexp = 9.3 K, Tccalc = 10.4 K

Results obtained by using IR + sparse sampling
Just above Tc ( )λ̃max = 1

Converged results even for Tc = O(10) K!

• Memory consumption 1/30 
• Computational time 1/20   v.s. Λ = 105 Nω = 4096



Open source software: irbasis
https://github.com/SpM-lab/irbasis

• Python and C++ 
• Step-by-step tutorial

Sα
l Uα

l (τ) = ∫
ωmax

−ωmax

dωKα(τ, ω)Vα
l (ω)

N. Chikano, K. Yoshimi, J. Otsuki, H. Shinaoka (2018) + M. Wallerberger (2019)

sα
l uα

l (x) = ∫
1

−1
dykα(x, y)vα

l (y)

Precomputed in multiprecision arithmetic 
for Λ=10,102,…, 107

x ≡ 2τ/β − 1, y ≡ ω/ωmax

N. Chikano, J. Otsuki, H. Shinaoka, PRB 98, 035104 (2018)

x, y ∈ [−1,1]

Integral form

Unknown analytic solution



Outline

Single-particle Green’s function

Extension to two-particle Green’s function

• IR basis and sparse sampling 
• Applications to ab initio calculations



Why two-particle objects?

iνm → ω

Vertex corrections  
My motivation: Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) 
• Dynamic susceptibility (inelastic scattering experiments) 
• Non-local correlations beyond DMFT

Susceptibility

LDA+DMFT    NaxCoO2   L. Boehnke and F. Lechermann (2012)
LEWIN BOEHNKE AND FRANK LECHERMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 85, 115128 (2012)

M

K

FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: Sketched NaxCoO2 diagram of
dominating correlations and stable phases, based on Ref. 2. Right: M

point ordering (top) and K point ordering (bottom) on the triangular
lattice separating the lattice into a triangular sublattice (squares) and
a kagome, honeycomb sublattice (thick lines).

G(2) allows us to also determine lattice susceptibilities.19,20,31,32

These susceptibilities, e.g., for spin (s) and charge (c), written
as

!s/c(i",q,T ) = T 2
!

## !

"
!̃

(0)
s/c,## ! (i",q,T ) + vs/c,## ! (i",q,T )

#
,

(1)
where " (#) marks bosonic (fermionic) Matsubara frequencies,
consist of two parts. Namely !̃

(0)
s/c,## ! denotes the conventional

(Lindhard-like) term, built up from the (renormalized) bubble
part, which is mainly capable of detecting Fermi-surface-
driven instabilities close to T = 0, but the second part vs/c,## !

(the vertex term) includes properly the energy dependence
of the response behavior due to strong local interactions in
real space. It proves important for revealing, e.g., magnetic
instabilities at finite T due to the resolution of the two-particle
correlations governed by an implicit intersite exchange J . Note
that all numerics take advantage of the recently introduced
orthogonal polynomial representation31 of one- and two-
particle Green’s functions to provide the needed high accuracy
and to eliminate artifacts often stemming from truncating the
Fourier-transformed G(2) in Matsubara space.

Within the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the triangular coordi-
nation with lattice constant a, the coherent $ point instability
signals FM order in the case of !s and phase separation
for !c. Additionally important here are the instabilities at
the the K and M points. The associated orderings give rise
to distinct sublattice structures in real space (cf. Fig. 1).
The M point ordering leads to a triangular and a kagome
sublattice with lattice constant aeff = 2a, while the K point
ordering establishes a triangular and a honeycomb sublattice
with aeff =

"
3a, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Static properties

We will first discuss the static [!s/c(" = 0,q,T )] response
(read off from the zeroth bosonic Matsubara frequency),
directly reflecting the system’s susceptibility to an order
of the (q-resolved) type. The cobaltate intralayer charge
susceptibility !c(0,q,T ) shows pronounced features in q
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Static in-plane charge (top) and spin
(bottom) susceptibility ! (0,q,T ) with doping at T = 386 K.

space with doping x (see Fig. 2). Close to x = 0.3 our
single-band modeling leads to increased intensity inside the
BZ, pointing toward longer-range charge-modulation (e.g.,
3 # 3, etc.) tendencies in real space. That Na1/3CoO2 is indeed
prone to such 120$-like instabilities has been experimentally
suggested by Qian et al.33 Toward x = 0.5 the susceptibility
for short-range charge modulation grows in !c, displaying
a diffuse high-intensity distribution at the BZ edge with a
maximum at the K point for x = 0.5. No detailed conclusive
result on the degree and type of charge ordering for the latter
composition is known from experiments; however, chainlike
charge disproportionation that breaks the triangular symmetry
has been verified.34,35 The present single-site approach cannot
stabilize such symmetry breakings, but a pronounced !c at
the K point at least inherits some stripelike separation of the
two involved sublattices. Near x = 0.67, the !c maximum has
shifted to the M point, in line with the detection of an effective
kagome lattice from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments.24 For even higher doping, this q dependent
structuring transmutes into a $ point maximum, pointing
toward known phase-separating tendencies.36 Figure 2 also
exhibits the x dependent intralayer spin susceptibility, starting
with strong AFM peaks at x = 0.3 due to K point correlations.
With reduced intensity these shift to the M point at x = 0.5,
consistent with different types of spin and charge orderings
at this doping level.35 For x > 0.5, !s(q,T ,0) first develops
broad intensity over the full BZ before forming a pronounced
peak at the $ point above x % 0.6. Thus the experimentally
observed crossover of the in-plane AFM-to-FM tendencies in
the spin response is reproduced.

Lang et al.2 revealed from the Na NMR that this crossover
is T dependent with x, resulting in an energy scale T &

below which AFM correlations are favored (cf. Fig. 1). The
slope %T &/%x turns out negative, in line with the general
argument that FM correlations are most often favored at
elevated T because of the entropy gain via increased transverse

115128-2

• SOI 
• More than three atoms 
• χ(q, ω) ω > 0

Q ≠0 ordering, spin-orbital responses, inelastic neutron scattering, etc.

χ χΓ+=
Bethe-Salpeter equation



Rich frequency structure
Two-particle GF: a rich structure

D. Ge�roy (TU Wien) 2p GF: sparseQMC sampling April 7, 2019 3 / 9

Matsubara representation Legendre representation

Power-law decay
Large size O(—3)
E�cient QMC measurement

“Fast decay”
Reduced size
QMC measurement possible

Matsubara representation

• Large size:  O(β3) 
• More indices for spin, orbital, wave vector…

HIROSHI SHINAOKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 97, 205111 (2018)

We note that the first three terms each form a complete
orthogonal basis with the different unit of (anti)periodicities.
For a simpler description, the last term may be absorbed into
the second and third terms by extending the bosonic basis as

G3pt(!1,!2,!3)

=
!!

l1,l2=0

"
G

(1)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!23) + G
(2)
l1l2

UB
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!21)

+ G
(3)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!12)UB
l2

(!23)
#
, (13)

where UB
l (! ) is an extended bosonic basis with two additional

basis functions { 1"
"
,
$

3
"

(2!/" # 1) }. Namely,

UB
l (! ) =

%
&&'

&&(

1"
"

(l = 0)
$

3
"

(2!/" # 1) (l = 1)

UB
l#2(! ) (l ! 2)

(14)

and UB
l (! ) are defined correspondingly [30]. We will see

that UB
1 (! ) play an important role in expanding G4pt. For a

consistent description of G3pt and G4pt, we keep UB
1 (! ) in

Eq. (13). Note that UB is a nonorthogonal basis set.
In the Matsubara domain, G3pt can be represented as

G3pt(i#1,i#2) $
) "

0
d!13d!23e

i#1!13+i#2!23G3pt(!1,!2,!3)

=
!!

l1,l2=0

"
G

(1)
l1l2

UF
l1

(i#1)UF
l2

(i#2)

+ G
(2)
l1l2

UB
l1

(i#1 + i#2)UF
l2

(i#2)

+ G
(3)
l1l2

UF
l1

(i#1)UB
l2

(i#1 + i#2)
#
. (15)

The definition of the Fourier transform is given in Eq. (B1).
As in Eq. (6), we can relate G

(n)
l1l2

to the spectral functions
$(n)(%1,%2). If #max is large enough that $(n)(%1,%2) is bounded
in [##max, #max], we obtain

G
(n)
l1l2

% s&
l1
s&&

l2
$

(n)
l1l2

, (16)

where & and && are either F or B depending on n, and

$
(n)
l1l2

$
) #max

##max

d#1d#2V
&
l1

(#1)V &&

l2
(#2)$(n)(#1,#2). (17)

Therefore, G
(n)
l1l2

decays exponentially as in the case of the
single-particle Green’s function.

We propose to use Eqs. (13) and (15) as a compact represen-
tation for arbitrary G3pt. We note that this is an overcomplete
and nonorthogonal representation. The overcomplete nature
can be understood by considering the fact that each of the three
terms in Eq. (13) is an expansion in terms of a complete basis.
The coefficients G

(n)
l1l2

, therefore, are not uniquely determined.
In other words, there is no inversion formula of Eqs. (13) and
(15). We will present one possible way to determine G

(n)
l1l2

in
Sec. IV.

FIG. 3. Equal-time planes of G4pt(!1,!2,!3,!4) running diagonally
through the cubic space: !1 = !2 (blue), !2 = !3 (yellow), !1 = !3

(red). We take !4 = 0. These planes meet in the body diagonal
!1 = !2 = !3. Three additional planes !1,!2,!3 = 0," constitute the
bounding box (dashed). Adapted from Ref. [31].

B. The four-point Green’s function

We now derive a compact representation of the four-point
Green’s function defined by

G4pt(!1,!2,!3,!4) = 'T!A(!1)B(!2)C(!3)D(!4)( , (18)

where A, B, C, D are all fermionic operators. The derivation
of the expansion formula for G4pt proceeds along the lines of
the last section. Equal-time planes, where G4pt(!1,!2,!3,!4) has
discontinuities, are illustrated in Fig. 3.

There are 16 distinct ways of defining three relative times,
which are summarized in Table I. Figure 4 illustrates how those
combinations are generated.

TABLE I. 16 different notations of relative times for
G4pt(!1,!2,!3,!4), the corresponding Matsubara frequencies and
statistics.

#r (i#, i#&, i#&&) (! , ! &, ! &&) (&, &&, &&&)

#1 (i#1, i#2, i#3) (!14, !24, !34) (F,F,F)
#2 (i#1, i#2, i#4) (!13, !23, !43) (F,F,F)
#3 (i#1, i#3, i#4) (!12, !32, !42) (F,F,F)
#4 (i#2, i#3, i#4) (!21, !31, !41) (F,F,F)
#5 (i#1, i#1 + i#2, #i#4) (!12, !23, !34) (F,B,F)
#6 (i#1, i#1 + i#2, #i#3) (!12, !24, !43) (F,B,F)
#7 (i#1, i#1 + i#3, #i#4) (!13, !32, !24) (F,B,F)
#8 (i#1, i#1 + i#3, #i#2) (!13, !34, !42) (F,B,F)
#9 (i#1, i#1 + i#4, #i#3) (!14, !42, !23) (F,B,F)
#10 (i#1, i#1 + i#4, #i#2) (!14, !43, !32) (F,B,F)
#11 (i#2, i#2 + i#1, #i#4) (!21, !13, !34) (F,B,F)
#12 (i#2, i#2 + i#1, #i#3) (!21, !14, !43) (F,B,F)
#13 (i#2, i#2 + i#3, #i#4) (!23, !31, !14) (F,B,F)
#14 (i#2, i#2 + i#4, #i#3) (!24, !41, !13) (F,B,F)
#15 (i#3, i#3 + i#1, #i#4) (!31, !12, !24) (F,B,F)
#16 (i#3, i#3 + i#2, #i#4) (!32, !21, !14) (F,B,F)

205111-4

Discontinuities

M. Wallerberger, PhD thesis
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• IR approach frequency dependence 
• Sparse sampling and tensor network representation
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high-frequency structure in many different combinations of
frequencies [21,22,25]. In the imaginary-time domain, this
high-frequency structure is related to imaginary time discon-
tinuities whose origin lies in the (anti)periodic nature of the
Green’s functions. Taking those discontinuities into account
properly is key to obtain exponentially decaying expansion
coefficients.

In order to illustrate this challenge, we first consider a
three-point Green’s function in Sec. III A. The difficulty in
constructing compact representations already exists there, and
the essence of our idea is easier to follow. Four-point Green’s
functions will be addressed in Sec. III B.

A. The three-point Green’s functions

We consider a three-point Green’s function defined by

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) = !T!A(!1)B(!2)C(!3)" , (10)

where A and B are fermionic operators in the Heisenberg
picture and C is a bosonic operator. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
location of discontinuities in the !1-!2 plane. It turns out that
there are two discontinuities in one period.

Our expansion formula for G3pt is based on its spectral
representation as in the case of the single-particle Green’s
function. Leaving the detailed derivation in Appendix B, we
start our discussion from the final expression for the spectral
representation:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) =
! #

$#
d"1d"2{KF(!13,"1)KF(!23,"2)#(1)("1,"2)

+ KB(!13,"1)KF(!21,"2)#(2)("1,"2)

+ KF(!12,"1)KB(!23,"2)#(3)("1,"2)}

+
! #

$#
d"KF(!12,")#singular("), (11)

where !ij % !i $ !j denotes the relative time. This expression
consists of four terms with distinct spectral functions. The
first three correspond to three possible ways of defining
pairs of relative times: (!13,!23), (!13,!21), (!12,!23). These
contributions are continuous in different domains shown in
Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The last term in Eq. (11) depends only on !12.
This contribution is expressed with the “disconnected” graph in
Fig. 2(e). The four terms together express all the discontinuities
of G3pt(!1,!2,!3).

Equation (11) indicates that G3pt(!1,!2,!3) can be expanded
using a single-particle basis with four types of decoupling
being combined. We thus arrive at the following expansion
formula for G3pt:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3)

=
#"

l1,l2=0

#
G

(1)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!23)

+ G
(2)
l1l2

UB
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!21) + G
(3)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!12)UB
l2

(!23)
$

+
#"

l=0

glU
F
l (!12). (12)

(a)

(b)

Discontinities

(c)

(d)

(e)

B

B

FIG. 2. (a) Equal-time lines of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) in the !1-!2 space
with !3 = 0. (b)–(e) Decomposition of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) into four dif-
ferent functions in Eq. (11). The positions of their discontinuities are
represented by broken lines. The squares denoted by the shadows
in (b)–(d) are a unit of (anti)periodicity in the !1-!2 space. The
corresponding representations of relative times are shown graphically.
The thin (bold) arrow indicates fermionic (bosonic) statistics. The
singular term shown in (e) does not depend on any relative time with
bosonic statistics.
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high-frequency structure in many different combinations of
frequencies [21,22,25]. In the imaginary-time domain, this
high-frequency structure is related to imaginary time discon-
tinuities whose origin lies in the (anti)periodic nature of the
Green’s functions. Taking those discontinuities into account
properly is key to obtain exponentially decaying expansion
coefficients.

In order to illustrate this challenge, we first consider a
three-point Green’s function in Sec. III A. The difficulty in
constructing compact representations already exists there, and
the essence of our idea is easier to follow. Four-point Green’s
functions will be addressed in Sec. III B.

A. The three-point Green’s functions

We consider a three-point Green’s function defined by

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) = !T!A(!1)B(!2)C(!3)" , (10)

where A and B are fermionic operators in the Heisenberg
picture and C is a bosonic operator. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
location of discontinuities in the !1-!2 plane. It turns out that
there are two discontinuities in one period.

Our expansion formula for G3pt is based on its spectral
representation as in the case of the single-particle Green’s
function. Leaving the detailed derivation in Appendix B, we
start our discussion from the final expression for the spectral
representation:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) =
! #

$#
d"1d"2{KF(!13,"1)KF(!23,"2)#(1)("1,"2)

+ KB(!13,"1)KF(!21,"2)#(2)("1,"2)

+ KF(!12,"1)KB(!23,"2)#(3)("1,"2)}

+
! #

$#
d"KF(!12,")#singular("), (11)

where !ij % !i $ !j denotes the relative time. This expression
consists of four terms with distinct spectral functions. The
first three correspond to three possible ways of defining
pairs of relative times: (!13,!23), (!13,!21), (!12,!23). These
contributions are continuous in different domains shown in
Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The last term in Eq. (11) depends only on !12.
This contribution is expressed with the “disconnected” graph in
Fig. 2(e). The four terms together express all the discontinuities
of G3pt(!1,!2,!3).

Equation (11) indicates that G3pt(!1,!2,!3) can be expanded
using a single-particle basis with four types of decoupling
being combined. We thus arrive at the following expansion
formula for G3pt:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3)
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FIG. 2. (a) Equal-time lines of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) in the !1-!2 space
with !3 = 0. (b)–(e) Decomposition of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) into four dif-
ferent functions in Eq. (11). The positions of their discontinuities are
represented by broken lines. The squares denoted by the shadows
in (b)–(d) are a unit of (anti)periodicity in the !1-!2 space. The
corresponding representations of relative times are shown graphically.
The thin (bold) arrow indicates fermionic (bosonic) statistics. The
singular term shown in (e) does not depend on any relative time with
bosonic statistics.
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high-frequency structure in many different combinations of
frequencies [21,22,25]. In the imaginary-time domain, this
high-frequency structure is related to imaginary time discon-
tinuities whose origin lies in the (anti)periodic nature of the
Green’s functions. Taking those discontinuities into account
properly is key to obtain exponentially decaying expansion
coefficients.

In order to illustrate this challenge, we first consider a
three-point Green’s function in Sec. III A. The difficulty in
constructing compact representations already exists there, and
the essence of our idea is easier to follow. Four-point Green’s
functions will be addressed in Sec. III B.

A. The three-point Green’s functions

We consider a three-point Green’s function defined by

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) = !T!A(!1)B(!2)C(!3)" , (10)

where A and B are fermionic operators in the Heisenberg
picture and C is a bosonic operator. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
location of discontinuities in the !1-!2 plane. It turns out that
there are two discontinuities in one period.

Our expansion formula for G3pt is based on its spectral
representation as in the case of the single-particle Green’s
function. Leaving the detailed derivation in Appendix B, we
start our discussion from the final expression for the spectral
representation:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) =
! #

$#
d"1d"2{KF(!13,"1)KF(!23,"2)#(1)("1,"2)

+ KB(!13,"1)KF(!21,"2)#(2)("1,"2)

+ KF(!12,"1)KB(!23,"2)#(3)("1,"2)}

+
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$#
d"KF(!12,")#singular("), (11)

where !ij % !i $ !j denotes the relative time. This expression
consists of four terms with distinct spectral functions. The
first three correspond to three possible ways of defining
pairs of relative times: (!13,!23), (!13,!21), (!12,!23). These
contributions are continuous in different domains shown in
Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The last term in Eq. (11) depends only on !12.
This contribution is expressed with the “disconnected” graph in
Fig. 2(e). The four terms together express all the discontinuities
of G3pt(!1,!2,!3).

Equation (11) indicates that G3pt(!1,!2,!3) can be expanded
using a single-particle basis with four types of decoupling
being combined. We thus arrive at the following expansion
formula for G3pt:
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FIG. 2. (a) Equal-time lines of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) in the !1-!2 space
with !3 = 0. (b)–(e) Decomposition of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) into four dif-
ferent functions in Eq. (11). The positions of their discontinuities are
represented by broken lines. The squares denoted by the shadows
in (b)–(d) are a unit of (anti)periodicity in the !1-!2 space. The
corresponding representations of relative times are shown graphically.
The thin (bold) arrow indicates fermionic (bosonic) statistics. The
singular term shown in (e) does not depend on any relative time with
bosonic statistics.
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high-frequency structure in many different combinations of
frequencies [21,22,25]. In the imaginary-time domain, this
high-frequency structure is related to imaginary time discon-
tinuities whose origin lies in the (anti)periodic nature of the
Green’s functions. Taking those discontinuities into account
properly is key to obtain exponentially decaying expansion
coefficients.

In order to illustrate this challenge, we first consider a
three-point Green’s function in Sec. III A. The difficulty in
constructing compact representations already exists there, and
the essence of our idea is easier to follow. Four-point Green’s
functions will be addressed in Sec. III B.

A. The three-point Green’s functions

We consider a three-point Green’s function defined by

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) = !T!A(!1)B(!2)C(!3)" , (10)

where A and B are fermionic operators in the Heisenberg
picture and C is a bosonic operator. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
location of discontinuities in the !1-!2 plane. It turns out that
there are two discontinuities in one period.

Our expansion formula for G3pt is based on its spectral
representation as in the case of the single-particle Green’s
function. Leaving the detailed derivation in Appendix B, we
start our discussion from the final expression for the spectral
representation:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3) =
! #

$#
d"1d"2{KF(!13,"1)KF(!23,"2)#(1)("1,"2)

+ KB(!13,"1)KF(!21,"2)#(2)("1,"2)

+ KF(!12,"1)KB(!23,"2)#(3)("1,"2)}

+
! #

$#
d"KF(!12,")#singular("), (11)

where !ij % !i $ !j denotes the relative time. This expression
consists of four terms with distinct spectral functions. The
first three correspond to three possible ways of defining
pairs of relative times: (!13,!23), (!13,!21), (!12,!23). These
contributions are continuous in different domains shown in
Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The last term in Eq. (11) depends only on !12.
This contribution is expressed with the “disconnected” graph in
Fig. 2(e). The four terms together express all the discontinuities
of G3pt(!1,!2,!3).

Equation (11) indicates that G3pt(!1,!2,!3) can be expanded
using a single-particle basis with four types of decoupling
being combined. We thus arrive at the following expansion
formula for G3pt:

G3pt(!1,!2,!3)

=
#"

l1,l2=0

#
G

(1)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!23)

+ G
(2)
l1l2

UB
l1

(!13)UF
l2

(!21) + G
(3)
l1l2

UF
l1

(!12)UB
l2

(!23)
$

+
#"

l=0

glU
F
l (!12). (12)

(a)

(b)

Discontinities

(c)

(d)

(e)

B

B

FIG. 2. (a) Equal-time lines of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) in the !1-!2 space
with !3 = 0. (b)–(e) Decomposition of G3pt(!1,!2,!3) into four dif-
ferent functions in Eq. (11). The positions of their discontinuities are
represented by broken lines. The squares denoted by the shadows
in (b)–(d) are a unit of (anti)periodicity in the !1-!2 space. The
corresponding representations of relative times are shown graphically.
The thin (bold) arrow indicates fermionic (bosonic) statistics. The
singular term shown in (e) does not depend on any relative time with
bosonic statistics.
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HS, J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki, K. Yoshimi, K. Haule, M. Wallerberger, E. Gull, PRB 97, 205111 (2018)
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• Exponential decay 
• Small size: O((log β)3)
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τ3 = 0
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τ2 − τ1

Spectrum representation of two-particle 
quantities 
A. Toschi et al.,PRB 75, 045118 (2007) 
H.  Hafermann et al., EPL 85, 27007 (2009) 
A. Shvaika, CMP 19, 33004 (2016)



1. Sparse sampling

Xloc
ijkl(iωn, iωn′ ; iνm)Λ=103

1.5×105 sampling points 3×109 points in box≪
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HS, D. Geffroy, M. Wallerberger, J. Otsuki, K. Yoshimi, E. Gull, J. Kuneš, SciPost Phys. 8, 
012 (2020)



Xloc
ijkl(r, l1, l2, l3) ≃

D

∑
d=1

x(1)
dr x(2)

dl1
x(3)

dl2
x(4)

dl3
x(5)

dijkl

Assumption: D is small.

• Further compactification of IR tensor

16 < 30

2. Dimensionality reduction by tensor network

Xloc
ijkl(r, l1, l2, l3)

(i, j, k, l)r l1 l2 l3

d

l1 l2 l3r

d d d d

(i, j, k, l)

≃

HS, D. Geffroy, M. Wallerberger, J. Otsuki, K. Yoshimi, E. Gull, J. Kuneš, SciPost Phys. 
8, 012 (2020)



Three-orbital t2g model (atom) U = 5 eV, J = 0.1 eV, β = 10

Exact diagonalization Gaσ1,bσ2,cσ3,dσ4
(iωn, iωn′ , iνm)

νm = 0

n′ = 2

Gxy↑,xy↑,xy↑,xy↑

n′ 

Λ = 1000a,b,c,d = dxy, dyz, dzx

νm = ν2 Gxy↑,xy↑,yz↑,yz↑

n′ = 2

n

n′ 

n

Sparse sampling  3 GB → 180 KB (D=8)

Perfect fit with small D



Computing dynamic susceptibility in DMFT

計算物性物理　Computational condensed matter physics

ハイパフォーマンスコンピューティング

モデル計算 第一原理計算

現実のシュレディンガー方程式を忠実に 
解き、物質の「個性」を定量的に再現

物理現象の本質をとらえた簡
潔な模型を解析

独自アルゴリズムによって計算物理学のフロンティアを開拓

相互作用する多数の電子が起こす非自明な集団運動 
磁性、超伝導、金属絶縁体転移、トポロジカル相

(a)

ハバード模型、スピン模型 密度汎関数理論、バンド計算

C++/Python/Fortran、並列コンピューティング 

量子モンテカルロ法、動的平均場近似法

共同研究 
東大、スイス連邦工科大学チューリッヒ校、フリブール大学 (スイス)、
エコール・ポリテクニーク (フランス)など

Review: G. Kotliar et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 78, 865 (2006)

Dynamical effective bath

e-

Correlated atom

Comparison with neutron scattering etc.

Xloc
abcd(iωn, iωn′ ; iνm)

χabcd(q, iνm)

bosonfermion

iνm → ω

Huge data

spin/orbital

Local two-particle Green’s 
functionsQMC

Bethe-Salpeter  
equation



More realistic systems

D. Geffroy, J. Kaufmann, A. Hariki, P. Gunacker, A. Hausoel and 
J. Kuneš, PRL 122, 127601 (2019)

DMFT calculations of dynamic susceptibilities

2

Figure 2. Evolution of the excitonic modes of the dynamical
susceptibility across the low-temperature (T = 1/40) ’quan-
tum’ phase transition driven by � in the U2(1) model (tab=0).
The columns correspond to the susceptibilities �

OO

�� with
O

� = I
x
, I

y
, R

x
, R

y (left to right) along the high-symmetry
lines in the 2D Brillouin zone. The rows from top to bottom
correspond to � =3.9, 3.8, 3.65, 3.55, 3.45 with �c ⇡ 3.75.
The order parameter has the form � = (0, i)|�|. Complete
results for all studied values of � can be found in SM [32].

The 2P dynamics of the system is described by suscep-
tibilities �OO

⌘⌘
(k,!), which we obtain by analytic continu-

ation [31, 32] from the imaginary Matsubara frequencies

�OO

⌘⌘
(k, i⌫n) =

X

R

Z
�

0
d⌧ ei(⌫n⌧+k·R)

hO⌘

i+R(⌧)O⌘

i (0)i�hO⌘
i
2.

The observables of interest O⌘ in the following will be
the exctionic operators R⌘

i
= �⌘

↵̄�̄
a†
i↵̄
b
i�̄

+ (�⌘

↵̄�̄
)⇤a†

i↵̄
b
i�̄

,
I⌘
i
= i�⌘

↵̄�̄
a†
i↵̄
b
i�̄

� i(�⌘

↵̄�̄
)⇤a†

i↵̄
b
i�̄

with ⌘ = x, y and the
z-component of spin Sz

i
= �z

↵̄�̄
(a†

i↵̄
a
i�̄
+b†

i↵̄
b
i�̄
), where �⌘

are the standard Pauli matrices. [10]
Susceptibility �OO

⌘⌘
(k, i⌫n) is obtained from the gen-

eral particle-hole susceptibility [�̄]↵�,��(k, i⌫n), the pri-
mary computed quantity indexed by pairs of fermionic
flavors (↵, . . . , � = a ", a #, b ", b #). In the normal
state, the 16 ⇥ 16 matrix �̄(k, i⌫n) can be block diago-
nalized into the charge, spin longitudinal, spin transverse
channels in the standard way. In the ordered state, how-
ever, �̄(k, i⌫n) becomes dense. Numerically, �̄(k, i⌫n) is
obtained by repeated solution of Bethe-Salpeter equation
for each (k, i⌫n) [14] using the orthogonal polynomial rep-
resentation [34].

In general, model (1) has a rich physics [3, 18, 35–
37]. At half-filling and present parameters it undergoes
a second-order phase transition to polar exciton conden-

Figure 3. (a) Evolution of dynamical spin susceptibil-
ity �

SS

zz (k,!) across the phase transition driven by � as in
Fig. 2. (b) The corresponding static susceptibilities �SS

zz (k, 0)
throughout the Brillouin zone.

sate (PEC), which can be driven by temperature or the
crystal field � [3], as indicated in Fig. 1a. The exciton
condensation can be detected by a 2D-complex-vector or-
der parameter �⌘ = �⌘

↵̄�̄
ha†i↵̄bi�̄i. [11] The order param-

eter � in the PEC phase has the form � = ei'v, where v
has an arbitrary direction in the xy-plane that is fixed at
the transition. Presence or absence of the cross-hopping
tab affects the symmetry of (1) as well as the type of
symmetry breaking. For tab = 0, U(1) ⇥ U(1) symme-
try, corresponding to the z-axis spin rotation (relative
" � # gauge symmetry) times the relative a � b gauge
symmetry, is broken and ' freezes at an arbitrary value
at the transition. We will refer to this case as the U2(1)
model. For tab 6= 0, the relative a � b phase is fixed
by the cross-hopping term. Only the U(1) spin rotation
symmetry is broken at the transition, while the phase ei'

is purely imaginary. [23] We will refer to this case as the
U(1) model. In all calculations we chose the orientation
� ⇠ (0, i) and the results will be reported relative to it.

First, we discuss the U2(1) case and the ’quantum’ [13]
phase transition driven by crystal field �. While the sys-
tem remains an insulator with a sizable 1P gap through-
out the studied �-range, Fig. 1, the 2P spectrum contains
low-energy excitations. In the normal phase (� > �c),
these can be viewed as spinful Frenkel excitons, which
give rise to sharp dispersive features in the (identical)
excitonic susceptibilities shown in Fig. 2.

Reducing � causes the excitation gap to close and the
system undergoes a transition to the PEC phase. The
degeneracy of the susceptibilities in Fig. 2 is lifted. The
�RR
yy

and �II
xx

show gapless and linear dispersions with
intensities diverging as 1/|k| (see SM [32]). These corre-
spond to two linear Goldstone modes predicted by gen-
eral theory [4] for the case of two broken symmetry gen-
erators with a vanishing commutator. Besides the dif-
ferent sound velocities 4a for the two modes, there is a
pronounced difference between �II

yy
and �RR

yy
, while �II

xx

and �RR
xx

are more similar to each other. We show below
that this behavior is related to a point of accidentally

Collective modes in ordered Mott systems: dynamical mean-field study

D. Geffroy,1, 2 J. Kaufmann,2 A. Hariki,2 P. Gunacker,2 A. Hausoel,3 and J. Kuneš2, 4
1Department of Condensed Matter Physics, Faculty of Science,

Masaryk University, Kotlářská 2, 611 37 Brno, Czechia
2Institute for Solid State Physics, TU Wien, 1040 Vienna, Austria

3Institute for Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics,
University of Würzburg, Am Hubland 97074 Würzburg, Germany

4Institute of Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences, Na Slovance 2, 182 21 Praha 8, Czechia

We present a dynamical mean-field study of dynamical susceptibilities in two-band Hubbard
model. Varying the model parameters we analyze the two-particle excitations in the normal as
well as in the ordered phase, an excitonic condensate. The two-particle DMFT spectra in the
ordered phase reveal the gapless Goldstone modes arising from spontaneous breaking of continuous
symmetries. We also observe gapped Higgs mode, characterized by vanishing of the gap at the phase
boundary. Qualitative changes observed in the spin susceptibility can be used as an experimental
probe to identify the excitonic condensation.

Spontaneous symmetry breaking is a prominent
demonstration of collective behavior in condensed mat-
ter systems. When continuous symmetry is broken in a
system with short range interactions, the theory predicts
appearance of gapless Goldstone excitations [4] and, un-
der certain conditions [2], also gapped Higgs excitations.
In particular, the latter ones have been subject of re-
cent interest [2–5]. Description of collective excitations in
interacting electron systems typically relies on perturba-
tive approaches such as the random phase approximation
in the weak-coupling limit [6, 7] or low-energy effective
models in the strong-coupling limit [8, 9]. The dynam-
ical mean-field theory (DMFT) [10, 11] uses a different
approximation, the irreducible one-particle (1P) and two-
particle (2P) vertices are assumed to be local. This sim-
plification makes DMFT tractable for multi-orbital mod-
els with material realism [12, 13]. While DMFT has been
widely used to study 1P dynamics, calculations of ex-
perimentally more relevant 2P susceptibilities for multi-
orbital models are rare [3, 14–16, 18] and their behavior
in broken-symmetry phase is unexplored.

In this Letter we use DMFT to study the dynami-
cal susceptibilities in two-band Hubbard model across
the excitonic transition [8, 19, 20]. The model choice
is motivated by the experimental study of temperature
and pressure-driven transition in Heisenberg dimer sys-
tem TlCuCl3 [5] as well as a proposal of soft excitonic
mode in LaCoO3 [21] based on resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (RIXS). On the theoretical side, the simple
normal ground state of the model allows an approximate
analytic treatment. The Hamiltonian of our model reads

H =
X

ij,�

�
a†
i�

b†
i�

�✓taa tab
tab tbb

◆ 
a
j�

b
j�

!
+

�

2

X

i,�

(na

i�
� nb

i�
)

+ U
X

i,↵

n↵

i"n
↵

i# +
X

i,��0

(U 0
� J���0)na

i�
nb

i�0 , (1)

where a†
i�

and b†
i�

are the fermionic operators that cre-
ate an electron with the respective orbital flavor and

!

T exciton 
condensate

Figure 1. Sketch of the � � T phase diagram with marked
cuts, along which the susceptibilities are calculated. The 1P
spectra at the points 3.55, 1/11 (violet), 3.55, 1/40 (green)
and 3.8, 1/40 (blue).

spin � at site i of a square lattice. The first term de-
scribes the nearest neighbor hopping. The remaining
local terms, which can be written in terms of number
operators nc

i,�
⌘ c†

i�
ci�, capture the crystal-field split-

ting �, the Hubbard interaction U and Hund’s exchange
J in Ising approximation. Parameters U = 4, J = 1,
U 0 = U � 2J , taa = 0.4118, tbb = �0.1882, tab = 0 (0.02)
were used in previous studies of the model [3, 22, 23].

Our calculations follow the standard DMFT procedure
of mapping the lattice model onto an auxiliary Anderson
impurity model (AIM) [24, 25], which is used to deter-
mine the local one-particle (1P) and two-particle (2P) ir-
reducible vertices. The auxiliary AIM is solved using the
continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo (CT-QMC) algo-
rithm in the hybridization expansion formalism [26] in
the open source implementation provided by the ALP-
SCore collaboration [27–29]. Numerically identical re-
sults for normal state susceptibilities were obtained with
w2dymanics [30].
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Two-band model with crystal-field splitting

• Worm sampling in Legendre 
basis by ALPS/CT-HYB

D. Geffroy@Brno J. Kuneš@Wien

40 hours with 840 processes



Ga↑a↑a↑a↑(iωn, iωn′ , iν0)

n′ 

n

Ga↑a↑b↓b↓(iωn, iωn′ , iν10)

n

Sparse QMC sampling

D=60 is enough.

β=60

Dense grid (-1500 < n, n’, m < 1500)  
110 TB

Sparse QMC sampling 
600 MB

Fitting parameters (D=60) 
330 KB

≫
≫



Solving Bethe-Salpeter equation

β = 60

Interpolating the local vertex, one can solve Bethe-Salpeter equation 
using a dense large Matsubara mesh.

Goldstone mode in the condensed state

HS, D. Geffroy, M. Wallerberger, J. Otsuki, K. Yoshimi, E. Gull, J. Kuneš, SciPost Phys. 
8, 012 (2020)

Remaining issue: How to solve diagrammatic equations at the two-
particle level in IR?

M. Wallerberger*, HS*, A. Kauch, arXiv:2012.05557 



Future perspectives: Quantum embedding theories

Antiferromagnet

Fourier transform and analytic continuation of hLV !!". In the
low frequency range that satisfies (1) hLV !!" # hLV !! $ 0"
where the frequency dependence can be ignored, and (2) the
self-energy approximated as ! # Re !!! $ 0" % ! d Re !=
d!j!$0, the retardation e!ect can be ignored and the
description by the Hamiltonian becomes adequate. This
corresponds to the case where the low-energy electrons can
be adiabatically treated under the high-energy electrons
moving fast. The renormalization e!ect can be ascribed to
the screening of the interaction and the mass enhancement
in the band dispersion given by the factor 1=!1& d Re !=
d!j!$0" multiplying the bare dispersion "!k". In examples
of the transition metal compounds, the 3d bands of the
transition metal atom are relatively well isolated near the
Fermi level from others as we already mentioned. This makes
the description by a Hamiltonian appropriate after ignoring
the frequency dependence of the screening and the mass
enhancement within the range of the 3d bandwidth.20)

3.2 Wannier functions
To derive the low-energy e!ective model, one first needs

to define and specify the low-energy Hilbert space. In other
words, the first step of the downfolding is to construct a set
of localized orbitals that span the Hilbert space of the low-
energy electronic states. In the case of SrVO3, for example,
three narrow states cross the Fermi level (Fig. 5). One may
then wish to pick up three localized orbitals and construct
three-orbital Hamiltonian that reproduces the (red) lines
crossing the Fermi level in the figure. There are several ways
for obtaining the localized orbitals. Here, we focus on
maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) developed
by Marzari, Souza, and Vanderbilt64,65) based on the
minimization of the quadratic extent of the orbitals. An
alternative approach is to use the Wannier orbitals of
Andersen.46) The former is more general because it does not
depend on any particular band-structure calculation method.
Comparison between the two Wannier functions for some
selected materials can be found in ref. 66. Although the
Wannier basis can be chosen arbitrarily in principle and the
final results of calculated physical quantities should not

depend on the choice, it is better to find maximally localized
orbitals to make the range of transfers and interactions in the
e!ective lattice models as short as possible.

Let f nkg be the eigenfunctions of the low-energy states.
Naively, the Wannier function is defined by

’nR!r" $
V

!2#"3

Z
e&ik'R nk!r" d3k: !55"

This Wannier function is, however, ill-defined, because it
depends on the choice of the phase factor at each k point.
Moreover, at the band-crossing points it is not clear which
state should be taken. The MLWF utilizes this degrees of
freedom. The MLWF with band index n at cell R is defined by

’nR!r" $
V

!2#"3

Z
e&ik'R !w"nk !r" d

3k: !56"

Here  !w"nk is not the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (e.g.,
Kohn–Sham wavefunction), but it is a linear combination of
the eigenfunctions as

 !w"nk !r" $
X

m

Umn!k" mk!r": !57"

The coe"cients Umn!k"’s are numerically determined such
that the spread

" $
X

n

(h’n0jr2j’n0i& h’n0jrj’n0i2); !58"

is minimized. In contrast with  nk!r", the gauge of  (w)
nk !r" is

fixed, and it is a smooth function of k. By representing the
Hamiltonian in the MLWF basis,

Hmn!R" $ h’m0jHj’nRi; !59"

the on-site energy levels are obtained from m $ n;R $ 0
component. Other matrix elements give the transfer integrals.

3.3 Screened interaction
Now we discuss how to obtain the renormalization e!ects

on the low-energy electrons near the Fermi level more
concretely. After the partial trace and the elimination of
the high energy degrees of freedom given in eq. (51), the

Fig. 5. (Color online) Electronic structure of SrVO3 (left). The three states crossing the Fermi level (in red) can be treated as the low-energy part. The
corresponding maximally localized Wannier function is shown in the right panel. The Wannier function having the t2g character is localized around the
V atom (at the center of the cube), with a tail at the O sites.

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn., Vol. 79, No. 11 INVITED REVIEW PAPERS M. IMADA and T. MIYAKE

112001-11

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.
Downloaded from journals.jps.jp by  on 09/13/17

Embedding in energy

Constrained RPA etc.

M. Imada and T. Miyake (2010)

Downfolding

P(ω)

Embedding in space

Dynamical mean-field theory, dynamical 
vertex approximation etc.

Δ(ω)

A(ω), χ(ω)

Dynamical susceptibility calculations in DMFT, non-local 
diagrammatic calculations of quantum critical and unconventional 
superconductivity…



Summary

Sparse samplingIntermediate representation +

Compact representation of Green’s functions 

Diagrammatic equations at single-particle level 

Sparse QMC measurement 

Computation at two-particle level (ongoing)

+ Tensor networks

One-particle theory 
• HS, J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki, K. Yoshimi, PRB 96, 035147 (2017) 
• J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki, HS, K. Yoshimi, PRE 95, 061302(R) (2017) 
• N. Chikano, J. Otsuki, HS, PRB 98, 035104 (2018)  
• N. Chikano, K. Yoshimi, J. Otsuki, HS, Compt. Phys. Commun. 240, 181 (2019) 
• J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020) 
• T. Wang, T. Nomoto, Y. Nomura, HS, J. Otsuki, T. Koretsune, and R. Arita, PRB 102, 134503 (2020) 

Two-particle theory 
• HS, J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki, K. Yoshimi, K. Haule, M. Wallerberger, E. Gull, PRB 97, 205111 (2018) 
• HS, D. Geffroy, M. Wallerberger, J. Otsuki, K. Yoshimi, E. Gull, J. Kuneš, SciPost Phys. 8, 012 (2020) 
• M. Wallerberger*, HS*, A. Kauch, arXiv:2012.05557 

Unconventional superconductivity etc.

「固体物理」に解説記事を執筆中！


